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ABSTRACT

This thesis explains why the prefix maha- in Malagasy
(a Western Austronesian language) can have either an
abilitive or causative meaning. It is not the case that
there is a causative maha- prefix and an abilitive maha
prefix. There i5, in fact, ooly one prefix which is bath
causative and abilitive. The apparent difference in meaning
arises because of a difference in the emphasis placed on
what l shall suggest are the two components of this prefix:
stativity and causation. Whether maha- receives an
abilitive or a causative reading depends on whether it
attaches to what l term an "eventive" root or a "non
eventive" root. In the former case, it receives an
abilitive reading, in the latter case, a causative reading.

RESUME

Cette th~se pr~sente une explication aux deux sens que
poss~de le préfixe maha- en malgache: un sens causatif et
un sens abilitif. Contrairement a l'idée qu'il y a deux
préfixes (un pr~fixe causatif et un pr~fixe abilitif), il
est montré que le préfixe maha- est ~ la fois causatif et
abilitif. Les deux sens du pr~fixe maba- sont les résultats
d'une insistance sur un des deux aspects différents du
préfixe: la cause et l'état. Le sens du préfixe maba
depend de la racine à laquelle maha- s'attache; une racine
"eventive" (qui porte des arguments) donne le sens abilitif,
alors qu'une racine "oon-eventive" (qui n'a pas d'argument)
procure le sens causatif.
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Cbapter 1: INTRODUCTION

1.0 Issues and Outline

The prefix maha- in Malagasy, a Western Austranesian

language spoken in Madagascar, has several meanings: an

abilitive meaning and a causative meaning (note that the

ward arder in Malagasy is VOS):l

(1) Abilitive:

(2) Causative

Mahaongotra ny ravina Rabe.
maha-pull out DET root Rabe
'Rabe can pull out the root.'

Mahafinari tra an 1 i Soa Rabe. 2
maha-happy ACC-Soa Rabe.
'Rabe makes Soa happy.'

(

One account, a very superficial account, of this

equivocal prefix might hold that there are in fact two

different prefixes: an abilitive maha- and a causative

maha-. The proposaI made in this thesis is precisely the

opposite: there is only one maha- predicate that is both

causative and abilitive. The two meanings of maha- arise in

1 The followinq abbreviations are used in this thesis: DET
(determiner), NOM (nominative), ACe (accusative), GEN (qenitive),
N (noun), V (verb), ADJ (adjective), VPass (verbal passive), CIR
(circumstantial), FOC (focus morpheme), FUT (future tense), Pst
(past tense), 1/2/3psq (lst/2nd/3rd person sinqular), LOC
(location morpheme), * (bound root), NEG (neqation morpheme) and
QUEST (question marker), STAT (stative Marker). If not
stated otherwise, the examples are taken from my own field notes.

2 Proper nouns can be preceded by a definite Marker i or in certain
cases ra. l will leave these morhphemes unqlossed in. the examples.
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translation due to the different emphasis of the two

components inherent to this prefix, namely stativity and

causatian. l will further argue that the difference in

emphasis is predictable from the nature of the root to which

the prefix attaches; maha- attached to a non-eventive root

will give rise to the causative reading and maha- attached

to an eventive root will give rise to the abilitive reading.

The maha- prefix also has an achievement meaning which

is illustrated in (3) below. By tlachieve.ment" we shall see

that l mean a specifie group of verbs such as -ta notice'

and - to remark.'

(3) Achievement: Mahatazana ny sakaizany Rabe.
maha-seen DET friendGEN3psg Rabe
-Rabe notices his friend.'

The achievement meaning has not been included along with the

causative and abilitive meanings in (1) and (2) abeve, as it

will be shawn that the achievement meaning of maha- is

subsumed by the abilitive meaning.

This thesis is laid out as follows: we will begin in

Chapter 2 by refuting a purported relation between maha- and

the verb mahay which itself has various meanings such as 'to

know' and 'ta be able to'. Having shown what maha- is not,

we will proceed to show what it is. In particular, we will

deal with the resultative nature of maha- and the issue of

the valuntaryjinvoluntary role of the agent in bringing

(

about the result. We will aiso discuss in seme detail what

2
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it means to say that maha- expresses an ability. From here

we will turn directly in Chapter 3 ta an explanatian af the

achievement meaning of maha-. Chapter 4 will show that it

is sirnply not the case that maha- has two separate meanings.

Any maha- predicate is bath causative and abilitive. This

insight rests upon the further claim that maha- is in fact

two morphemes: ma-, a stative morpheme, and ha-, a

causative morpheme. Evidence for this split will he taken

from Malagasy as weIl as from the related languages of

Tagalog, Ilokano and Kimaragang Dusun. 3 In Chapter 5 we

will argue for a distinction between eventive and non-

eventive roots. Of relevance to this distinction will he

the behaviour of roots in the genitive construction and

their selection of active morphology. In Chapter 6 we will

give a syntactic account of maha- predicates based on the

syntactic structure of simple ma- adjectives. In doing sa,

we will refine our understanding of the ha- morpheme,

analysing it more correctly as an overt realization of the

aspectual operator BECOME. We will show how eventive and

non-eventive roots interact with maha- to give the abilitive

and causative readinqs respectively. In the former case,

the external argument of the root is realized, whereas in

the latter case, an external argument is actually added. We

will also show that this analysis of maha- makes the correct

3 Taqaloq, Ilokano and Kimaraganq Dusun are aIl languages spoken
in the Philippines.

3
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predictions for unaccusative roots and roots that are bath

eventive and non-eventive. Finally, we will discuss in

detail the precise nature of the external argument of maha

predicates based on non-eventive and eventive roots

respectively.

Before praceeding with the actual thesis, however, l

would like to present a brief outline of the Malagasy

language and its people.

1.1 Madagascar and Its Language

In arder to give the language discussed in this thesis

a socio-historical context, l have sketched below a brief

history of the island and its people. Following this is an

introduction to the Malagasy language with, as it is most

relevant, an emphasis on the language's verbal morphology.

1.1.1 A Brief History of Madagascar

Madagascar was Most likely settled by a migration of

peoples from Indonesia (6,400 km away) that started some

centuries before the Christian Era began (perhaps as early

as 1200 B.C.). The reason for the migration is not clear.

It May have been due in part to other migrations of people

from Thailand or China that pushed the Indonesian people

toward the west. It May aise have arisen from an interest

4
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in opening up new trade markets in India and beyond. 4 5

Linquistic and anthropoloqical evidence suggests that the

migratorial route of the Indonesian people that were ta

eventually settle Madagascar followed the northern

coastlines of the Indian Ocean (possibly including Sumatra,

Ceylon, India, Sri Lanka and the Maldive Islands) and

continued onta the east coast of Africa (Tanzania and Kenya)

befare finally ending in Madagascar. One of the compelling

reasons for a migration via eastern Africa is that, although

the language is unequivocally Indonesian, there is a small

Bantu influence common to ail dialects of the Malagasy

language (notably words for animal husbandry are Bantu in

4 At the roat of the Austronesian expansion, as sugqested by Peter
Bellwood in an article on the Austronesian dispersal, may have been the
need for farmable land. About 10,000 years aga, the Neolithic
Revolution took place in southern China (among other places in the
middle latitudes of the earth). Brought about by a warminq of the
climate, this revolution saw the transformation of people as hunters and
gatherers into people who began to use the land to produce food. The
consequences of this development were dramatic increases in population
and more campIez societies. Another consequence was the expansion of
people fram sauthern China inta Taiwan which Robert Blust (1988) has
suqgested is the homeland of Prota-Austronesian. From here the
expansion encompassed the Philippines, Bornee and Sulawesi before
splitting in twa directions ta the east (tawards the islands in the
Pacifie) and ta the west (towards Madagascar). Bellwoood is quick ta
point out, hawever, that although the development of agriculture was
most likely at the root of the Austronesian expansion, the reasons for
the dispersal, takinq place over thousands of years, involved much more
than the simple need for land.

S Himla Soodyall, a molecular evolutionary bialegist at Penn State
University, has aIse suqgested that what may of happened is that a group
of sea-farinq Indonesians simply got lost and eventually ended up in
Madagascar. l do nat know of any other propanents of this scenario.

5
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origin - for instance, omby ·ox', akoho ·chicken,).6

Furthermore, African physical traits are dominant amongst

the Malagasy people (although, this is certainly due, in

part, to later immigration of African people). Malagasy

culture aIse retains sorne evidence of a period of contact

with the African mainland (including sorne musical

instruments, sorne ferms of ancestral worship and the use of

cattle as symbols of prestige). The final move from eastern

Africa te Madagascar was probably made during the first

millenium of the Christian Era (SOO AD is usually cited as

the first significant occupation af the island). Once

established the island's people underwent several other

influences; in the 11th-13th centuries there was contact

with Afro-Arabie peoples and European contact began as early

as the 16th century as a search for trading routes ta the

Far East began. By far the most significant European

presence has been the French. Madagascar was proclaimed a

French colony in 1895 and regained its independence fram the

French only in 1960. Consequently the French language (as

will be apparent in sorne of the examples belew), culture and

education have played a significant role in Madagascar,

6 The survival of the language of the Indonesian people that made
it ta Madagascar suqgests that these people enjoyed an advantaqeous
position over the cultures that they encountered. One possibility is
that the people they encauntered did not possess their aqricultural
know-how. This brings up the point that crucial to Bellwood's picture
of the Austronesian expansion (see foatnote 3) is the general assumption
that the areas into which the miqrating Austronesian-speaking people
moved were empty or sparsely populated by foragers.

6
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especially in the urban areas of the country.

1.2.1 The Malagasy Language

(

The Malaqasy language is immediately related te the

Bornee languages of the Western Malayo-Polynesian language

family.7 It is presently spoken by approximately twelve

million people on the island. Sorne eighteen dialects

comprise the Malagasy language af which the Merina dialect,

spaken on the central plateau by about four million people,

is considered the standard dialect (not surprisingly, the

Merina, who were the first ta unite the island in the 18th

century, have traditionally made up the rulinq class).

The nature of the language is one which places the

emphasis on the internaI arguments of the verb (for example,

the theme or goal) as opposed to the agent. Very often an

active sentence in English will be given a passive treatment

in Malagasy.

Verbs in Malagasy are derived from bound roots, nouns,

adjectives, verbal passives and even prepositions. The

major Malagasy dictionaries up ta the present day are

organized according to roots whose entries list the various

affixes (verbal, nominal, adjectival) that the root takes.

As we shall see in great detail in Chapter 5, a split

between the eventive and non-eventive nature of these roots

7 The language of the present day Maanjan tribe of Central Borneo
closely resembles Malagasy {Dahl 1951}. The ancestors of these people
May have been the ones who first left for Madagascar.

7
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will play an important raIe in the analysis that we will be

proposing for the various meanings of maha- predicates.

Verbal morpholoqy presents perhaps the Most complicated

aspect of the Malagasy language (at least from the

perspective of a second language learner) and from it

follows sorne of the more unique characteristics of the

language. The verbal system contains three "voices":

active, passive and circumstantial. Respectively, these

voices have an agent, a theme and a circumstance of an

action as their subject. A circumstance of an action can be

many things: the time of the action, the instrument of the

action, the place of an action, the manner in which an

action is carried out etc. Such sentences are not

translatable word for ward into English.

The verb itself carries no agreement for number or

gender. The present tense is not overtly marked on the

verb. 8 In front of a vowel the past tense is indicated by

n- and the future tense by h-. In front of a consonant, n-

and h- take their full ferm, no and ho. There are some

exceptions: verbal roots take ho as future tense and, along

with roots prefixed by voa- or tafa- (see section 1.2.1.2

below), take no past tense Marker (context determines past

from present).

8 One miqht arque that the present tense actually shows up on the
verb as a m- prefix. However, we will show in section 1.2.1.1 that this
prefix is correctly understood as an Actor topic marker.

8
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Befere going on it is worth neting that root words in

Malagasy are either of one, two or three syllables. Root

werds of three syllables end in the extrametrical syllables

of -ka, na-, or -tra (the final a not being present

underlyinqly). These endings undergo phonological change

(or simply dropped) when suffixation, reduplication or

compounding occurs. The phonelogical changes will he

evident in the examples that follow and we will go inta sorne

of their detail when relevant (in particular, in section

5.2).

We shall now briefly address in turn the morphelagy of

the active, passive and circumstantial voices. The examples

given in the three preceeding sub-sections are taken fram

Rahajarizafy (date unknawn).

1.2.1.1 The Active Voice

(

The prefixes man- and mi- are the most common active

prefixes in Malagasy. Bath prefixes indicate an action:

( 4 ) .ilaza 'ta say/ta report' lJIallao 'ta do'
-.ijery 'te watch' aaaafaka 'ta liberate'
llLijanona ' to stop oneself' .a.nobitra 'ta resist'
lIliakanjo 'to dress oneself' ..anapitra 'to finish'
-.iakatra 'ta go up' 6lanidy 'ta close'

In general, mi- the most COlDlDOn of the two active

prefixes, is intransitive (often translating a reflexive

9
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verb) and man- is transitive. 9 Though there are exceptions

to this intransitive split between mi- and man-, a root that

takes bath prefixes will almost certainly have man- as its

transitive form and mi- as its intransitive forme Malagasy

has many ather active prefixes such as mampa-, mif-, mana-,

manka- whose individual uses we will not go inta. The

prefixes mana- and manka- will, however, be relevant to our

discussion of eventive and non-eventive roots in section 5.4

belaw. Further discussion of these twa prefixes will wait

until we can situate the discussion within the context of

the analysis given below.

It will have been naticed that aIl verbs in the active

voice begin with a m- prefix. We shall assume in this

thesis that m- marks Actor topie and hence its involvement

9 Various phonoloqical changes occur when man- is prefixed to a
root: if the root beqins with a voiceless consonant (and exceptionally
[v]) then this consonant completely assimilates the nasal feature
(thouqh not the place of articulation) of the alveolar nasal of man-.
For example,

man+simba -) manilllba 'ta ruin'
man+takona -) manakona ' to hide'
man+posaka -) maJllosaka 'to show'
man+hantona -> manantona ' to suspend' (if rh] is not present

underlyinqly)

Initial consonants that are voiced (and exceptionally [hl when it
is present underlyinqly) underqo assimilation of continuancy and are
prensasalized, as the followinq examples illustrate:

IDan+lany -) mandany 'ta use up'
man+re -) mandre 'ta hear'
man+zehy -) mandzehy 'ta limit'

Verbal stem that already beqin with nasals are not, of course,
prenasalized and the alveolar nasal of man- is simply dropped.

10
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with active morphology.l0 However, m- also shows up

prefixed to derived adjectives (as we shall see in detail in

section 4.2.1 below) and agency is, of course, not relevant

ta states. One answer to this problem might be that the m-

has been extended to indicate aIl initially external

arguments (as opposed to derived external arguments as in

the passive and circumstantial voices). This is suggested

by the fact that in Kimaraganq Dusun which, like Malagasy,

is in the Bornee language family, m- daes not appear with

adjectives; the reflex of ma- (the stative marker in

Malagasy) is simply 0- (a- if the fel10wing vowel of the

stem is low). This explanation needs, of course, further

support, but it is an explanation that l will assume here.

Thus, for our purposes, m- in Malaqasy indicates an

initially external argument, be it either an agent (in the

case of active morphology) or a theme (in the case of

derived adjectives).

10 The m- prefix only shows up in the present tense of active
verbs. This might suqgest that m- in fact marks present tense. There
is evidenee, however, that it is in fact markinq is Actor topie. First,

m- daes not show up in the present tense of the passive or
cireumstantial voices. In these cases, there is no overt marker for
present tense. This sugqests that m- indicates Actar tapie. But there
is further support for this claim from the morphology of related
languages. In Tagalog and Kimaraganq Dusun, Actor tapie (or Aeter
"pivot" in the words of Kroeqer (1990» is indieated by the infix -um-.
If the raot beqins with a vowel, however, -um- is prefixed as m-. Thus,
in Kimaraqanq Dusun, we have r-UlD-ixot 'come' fram the root riJcot, but
m-uli 'go home' from the root uli. m- and -um-, then, are essentially
allomorphs, which is the same conclusion that Maclaehlan (1989) draws
for Taqalog. The suggestion beinq made here, then, is that Malaqasy has
lost the -um- infix , the m- prefix uniquely markinq Actor tapie.

Il
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Before we turn to the passive and circumstantial voice

it should be remarked that there are a few verbal roots in

Malagasy 2that are themselves active verbs. They tend,

however, to be defective in certain ways:

(5 ) avy
tamy
tonga
tia

'to come'
'to come'
'ta arrive'
'to like/love'

1.2.1.2 The Passive Voice

The passive verbs can be divided into those that

indicate an action and those that indicate a result. In the

former case the verb, similar te active verbs (section

1.2.1.1), describes an unfaldinq action (an action in

pregress), but in the latter case describes the result or

termination of an action (as we will discuss this

distinction more thorouqhly in section 2.2 below, l will not

go into it any further here). Passive verbs that describe

an action are farmed with the suffixes -ana, -ina and the

prefix a-. Those that describe a result are formed with the

prefixes voa- and tafa-. There are also a fair number of

verbal roots that are themselves passive and indicate a

(

result. Below are examples af each of these passive forms.

12
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(6 ) Passive verbs (action)
-ina
raisina (ray) , is beinq received'
tapahina ( tapaka) 'is being eut'
-ana
rakofana ( rakotra) , is beinq recovered'
sasana ( sasa) , is being washed'
a-
arao ( raD) , is beinq done'
aorina ( Drina) , is being built'

( 7) Passive verbs (result)
voa-
voavory ( vory)

,
assembled'

voaendy ( endy) 'grilled'
t::afa-
tafarina ( arina) 'levelled'
tafalenrika ( lentika) 'submerged'
Root Passive
tapitra 'finished'
rakot:ra

,
covered'

A few verbs formed with -ina, -ana, or a- are in the

circumstantial voice and not the passive voice. Verbs

suffixed with cireumstantial -ina or -ana take as a subject

the location of an action or the person te whom somethinq is

attributed. In the case of the a- circumstantial, the

subject expresses the means by which an action is carried

out. For example:

( 8 ) Fafazana vary ny saha.
sweeping-CIR rice DET field
'The field i5 sown (with) rice.'

C9} Adidy ny hena ny antsy.
eIR-eut DET Meat DET knife
'The knife cuts the meat.'

The verbs with -ina or -ana that have a circumstantial sense

have their reqular passive meaning with the prefix a-.

Similarly, those verbs with a- that have a eircumstantial
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sense have their regular passive meaninq with -ina or -ana.

The eireumstantial verbs with -ina, -ana and a- do not form

a large group. More typieally, the affixation of -ina, -ana

and a- to a root earries the normal passive meaning.

The passive is also formed, although very rarely, with

the infix -in-. Below are sorne examples:

(10) v-in-idy
v-in-aky
t-in-apaka

-to be bought'
'to be broken'
-ta be eut'

1.2.1.3 The Circumstantial Voice

As mentioned abave, the eireumstantial voiee takes as a

subjeet a eireumstanee of the action. Such a circumstance

can be anything from the goal of the action, ta the manner

in which it is earried out, to even the time the action

takes place. Typically, the circumstantial is used in

situations where in English one would employa preposition

such as with, for, about, in, etc. Since the circumstantial

voiee is not found in Inda-European languages, l have

illustrated its use in examples (11) and (12) below (note

that a word for word translation is not possible):

(

(11)

(12)

Andidianao ny hena ny antsy.
eut-2psgGEN DET meat DET knife
'The knife cuts the Meat by you.'
(ie. you eut the meat with the knife)

Nanaovako tsihy i Dada.
pst-make-1psgGEN mat Carl'
'Oad is made a mat by me.'
Cie. l made a mat for Dad)
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Active verbs form the circumstantial voice by droppinq the

initial m- and adding the suffix -ana (with sorne

idiosyncratic morpho-phonological changes occurring as

weIl):

(13) Active
milaza ->
mikosina ->
mijery ->
mijanona ->

Circwastantial
ilazana
ikosenana
ijerena
ijanonana

Active
manohitra
manasa
manapitra
manidy

Circwastantial
-> anohirana
-> anasana
- > anaperana
-> anidiana

(

Interestingly, verbal passives, adjectives and verbs

with the prefix tafa- take the circumfix aha- ... -ana in the

circumstantial voice. Their circumstantiai form is formed

with the prefix maha- (the m- dropping as with the active

prefixes since an internaI argument is externalized).

Unlike the circumstantial formed with the active prefixes,

the maha- based circumstantial expresses, as do verbal

passives, adjectives and verbs with the prefix tafa-, a

result and not an action. We will not be able te

investigate the circumstantial circumfix formed with maha-

in this thesis. The resuitative nature of maha- and its

circumstantial form, however, will he explained by the

analysis that foilows.
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Chapter 2: The Semantics of Jaaha-

(

2.0 Introduction

One of the defining characteristics of the maha- prefix

is its resultative nature in the past tense (he it either

the causative or the abilitive meaninq). We shall first

illustrate the prefix's resultative nature and then turn to

a voluntary/involuntary interpretation of aqency that aiso

arises with maha- predicates. From here our discussion will

lead us ta consider in more detail in section 2.4 what

exactly is meant by saying maha- expresses an ability. In

dainq sa, we will refer ta work done by Dell (1983) on maka

(maha- cognate) in Tagalog.

Befare addressing what maha- is, however, 1 would like

ta briefly consider what it is note This latter

consideration is warranted because of an erroneous

conclusion reached by certain researchers and lexicologists

that maha- is derived from the verb mahaywhich has various

meanings including 'ta know', 'ta he able', 'te he able ta

do.' For example, in the Dictionnaire Malgache-Francais,

maha- is said ta be a "contraction" of mahay. Besides the

phonetic similarity of the two, one might aise be drawn to

this conclusion by the abvious similarity of meaninq.
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However, a serious consideration of this claim quickly leads

one ta reject the putative kinship of these two morphemes.

Such a consideration i5 what we shall now undertake.

2.1 What lIIaha- is Not: Why maha- is Dot a Simplified
Fana of the Verb SJhay

First, it is striking that languages related to

Malaqasy do not have a cognate for mahay ~ ta know. r maha-,

however does have cognates in every language that l have

laoked at (admittedly, l have had acce5S to a limited number

of languages: Marshallese, Bontok, Hiligaynon, Cebuano

Visayon and Tagalog). It would seem unlikely that if maha-

were derived fram mahay that the latter would not be present

along with its derivative.

Furthermore, the similarity between mahay and maha-

beqins ta break down if one looks at the distribution of the

two. Most active verbs can appear with mahay, whereas maha

never occurs with active verbs10 (though, unlike mahay, it

cao take resultative verbs beqinning with voa- and tafa-).

10 It miqht be arqued that this difference in distribution between
maha- and mahay suqqests that they are in complementary distribution and
are, in fact, allomorphs. The difficulty of this position i5 that one
would have ta motivate such a distribution for which there does not seem
to be any obvious explanation.
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For example:

( 1 ) lIlahay
manasa
mahay manasa

manorat:ra
mahay manoratra

mijery
mahay mijery

manatsara
mahay lI1anatsara

(2) lIIaha
*maha-lI1anasa
*maha-manoratra
*lD.aha-manatsara
*maha-mijery

'ta wash'
'ta know how ta wash'
'able te wash'
'ta write'
'ta knov how te write'
'able ta write'
'ta watch'
'ta knaw how ta watch'
'able to watch'
'te impreve'
'ta knaw how ta improve'
'able ta imprave'

(

On the ether hand, maha- readily combines with neuns (as we

shall see in detail in Chapter 5), whereas mahay is found

with enly a few common nauns:

(3) mahay + MOUD

vava 'mauth'
mahay vava 'te know haw ta talk'j'able ta talk'
rano

,
water'

mahay rano 'te knaw haw ta swim'j'able te swim'
taratasy 'letter'
mahay taratasy 'ta know haw ta write'j'able ta write'
oiana

,
people'

mahay oiona 'ta knew haw ta get alonq with people'j
'able to get alonq with people'

maha- aIse readily combines with adjectives (aqain, as we

shall see in detail in chapter 5), whereas mahay, fram what

l can tell, is found with only a few adjectives.

Furthermare, those adjectives that do cambine with mahay
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•
have a very different meaning fram their maha- counterparts .

For example, in (4) and (5) below, maha- has a causative

meaning, whereas as mahay bas the meaning of '(able) to do'.

(4) rat:sy (ADJ)
maharat:sy
mahay ratsy

(5) t:sara (ADJ)
mahatsara
mahay tsara

'bad,ugly'
'ta make bad, uqly'
'(able) ta do had'

'good, beautiful'
'to make beautifuljgood'
'(able) ta do qood'j'to know weIl'

(

This is not an insignificant semantic difference if one

wants ta hald that maha- i5 a contraction of mahay.

Clearly, we cannot be dealing with the 5ame morpheme.

One might ask why then is it possible for mahay to have

an abilitive sense as in (1) and (3) above? The answer for

this, l believe, is that mahay i5 eS5entially the cognitive

verb 'ta know' and that the abilitive sense of mahay i5 an

extension of this cognitive sense. That is, knowing-how to

swim can be used in the sense of being able ta swim.

Similarly, knawing-how to write can be used in the sense of

being able ta write etc. ll As essentially a cognitive verb

one would predict that mahay could only occur with an

animate subject since things simply can't think. maha-

should follow suit if there i5 a connection between the two

morphemes. Once again they part ways:

Il Bybee, Perkins & Paqliuca {1994} point out that diachranically it
is not uncomman for a verb with the meaninq of 'ta know' ta be extended
ta include physical ability as weIl.
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( 6 ) Hahay tsara ny trano *ny voninkazo/Rabe.
mahay weIl DET house DET flowers/Rabe
'Rabe/*the flowers know(s) the house weIl.'

(7) Hahatsara ny trano ny voninkazo/*Rabe.
maha-beautiful DET house DET flowers/Rabe
'The flowers/*Rabe make the house beautiful.'

Not only do we have a very different meaning between a

causative and a cognitive verb in (6) and (7) above, only an

animate subject is possible with mahay, while only an

inanimate subject is possible with maha- (why maha- can ooly

take an inanimate subject in (7) above will be explained in

section 5.2 below). In fact, mahay can occur with an

inanimate subject, but this has an anthropomorphic effect on

the subject. In (8) below the cyclone is presented as being

a conscious entity and not merely a thing.

(8) Ny rivo-doza dia nanimba ny tananan ' i Toamasina:
DET water-angry FOC ravaqed DET city of Tamatave
mahay ratsy mihitsy ilay izy.
know bad very that he
'The cyclone ravages Tamatave: he does a lot of
bad. '

There are also phonological reasons why one would not

want to say the two are related. For one thing, mahay is

pronounced in rapid speech [maai]. Even in rapid speech the

dipthong of the second syllable is retained and not reduced

ta a simple low central vowel [a]. Stress also clearly

falls on the dipthong which is not the case with the second

syllable of maha-. Since the second syllable of mahay

carries stress and is not reduced in rapid speech, it would
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he unlikely that this segment would ever underqo the changes

necessary to produce maha-.

A serious consideration of what has been aIl too simply

assumed reveals that it is net the case that maha- is a

derivative of mahay. Clearly, maha- and 11Iahayare two

separate morphemes .12 Having shown what maha- is not, we

will now show what it is.

2.2 The Resultative Nature of ~a-

maha- participates in an important distinction between

action and result predicates. This is clearly seen if we

"contrast maha- with active morpholoqy in the past tense.· J

As examples (l) and (2) illustrate, maba- in the past tense

is resultative. That is, in (1) it is actually the case

that the roots were pulled out by Rabe with his hands and

that in (2) Soa was made happy by Rabe.

( 1 ) Nahaongo'tra ravina amin'ny tanana Rabe.
naha-pull out roots with DET hands Rabe
'Rabe was able ta pull out the roots with his
hands. '

(2) Nahafinari tra an' i Soa Rabe.
naha-happy ACC-Soa Rabe
'Rabe made Soa happy.'

12 In fact, Rabenilaina (1985, p.372) remarks tbat lIIilb.ay is a
cantracted forro af mahahay 'ta know '. The situation then is just the
reverse of what bas been suqqested above; maha- is not a contraction of
mahay, rather mahay is a contraction of mahahay.

13 /Ilaha- does nat express an action and can, therefore, be
contrasted with active morpholoqy. As we shall see more convincinqly
below, maha- is stative.
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Active morphoIoqy in the past aiso expresses a result. In

example (3), where the verbal root is prefixed by the active

prefix ni-, it is understood that the dog was caught by the

child. However, as example (4) shows, this result is only a

conversational implicature and can be negated.

(3) Nisambotra ny alika ny ZdZd.
ni-captive DET dog DET child
'The child caught the doge '

(4) nisambotra ny alika ny zaza, nefa faingana loatra
ni-captive DET dog DET child, but quick too
ilay alika.
that dog
'The child tried to catch the dog, but the dog was
too quick.'

It is evident fram example (4) that the active form in

Malagasy can express the sense of lita try ta" or "attempt

ta". Contrary ta example (4), negating the result of maha-

is impossible:

(5) *Nahasambot:ra ny alika ny zaza, nefa faingana
naha-sambotra DET dog DET child, but quick
loatra ilay alika.
tao that dog
'The child was able to catch the dog, but the dog
was tao quick. '

The use of nahasambotra in (5) entails that the dog was

actually caught by the child. The added -nefa ... 1 clause

renders the sentence nonsensical since it tells us,

contradictory to -nahasambotra', that the dog also got away.

Perfectivity is in other languages also related to the

(

abilitive. In their crosslinquistic study of modality,
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Bybee, Perkins & Paglucia (1994) cite Worora, Alawa, Laa and

Nung as languages that have a perfective morpheme that is

aiso used to signal abiIity.14 For example, kal in Worora

means 'finished'. If it is suffixed with an irrealis

marpheme, then the meaning becomes one of 'able to.' In

Lao, dai: (colon indicates short vowel) means 'already,

did', but aiso 'can'. The use of the perfective to signal

ability should not be completely surprisinq; the completion

of an act in fact demonstrates ability.

2.3 Underspecification of Volitionality

maha- predicates can be interpreted as having a

volitional or nonvolitionai reading:

(6) Nahahitsaka ny biby kely Rabe.
naha-footprint DET animal small Rabe
'Rabe accidentally stepped on the insect.'
'Rabe deliberately stepped on the insect.

(7) Nahasosotra an'i Saa Rabe.
naha-vexed ACC-Soa Rabe
'Rabe deliberately vexed Soa. 1

-Rabe accidentally vexed Soa.'

Context determines the (non)volitional role of the agent in

bringing about the result, as May the semantics of the root

ta which maha- attaches. For instance, a roat such as refy

a unit of measure' from which we have maharefy 'able to

measure', would not allow a nonvolitional reading of the

14 As will be shawn in section 4.1, even causative maha- expresses
an ability.
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agent. One could he understood as having accidentally

measured the wrong amount or the wrong thing, as in Rabe

accidentally measured the salt, instead of the sugar.

However, in this case, although acting on the wrong

assumption, Rabe is still understood as acting voluntarily.

It would be incorrect, therefore, to say that volitional and

nonvolitional maha- each have their own lexical entry since

(non)volitionality is determined from context or the

semantics of the root. One might understand the

underspecification of agency in maha- predicates as arising

because a result is emphasized and the precise role of the

agent in bringing about the result is left open. However,

in Malagasy even active forms of verbs can express either a

volitional or nonvolitional agent:

(8) Nanitsaka ny biby kely Rabe
nan-footprint DET animal srnall Rabe
'Rabe accidentally stepped on the insect.'
'Rabe deliberately stepped on the insect.'

We are dealing, then, with a general underspecification of

volitionality.

Examples (6) and (7) are a little misleading, however.

If we put manaa fanahiniana 'deliberately' or tsy nahy

'accidentally' in (6), for example, we get an asymmetry;

only tsy nahy produces a grammatical sentence.

(

( 9 ) Nahahitsaka tsy nahy ny biby kely
naha-footprint NEG on purpose DET animal small
Rabe.
Rabe
'Rabe accidentally stepped on the insect.'
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(la) *Nanao
made
Rabe
Rabe.
'Rabe

fanahiniana nahahi t:saka ny biby kely
spirit naha-footprint DET animal small

deliberately stepped on the insect.'

Note, however, that either manaa fanahiniana or tsy nahy

would he fine in (8) where the active prefix man- is used.

The grammatical judgements amongst my consultants of pairs

of sentences similar ta examples (9) and (10) were not

always consistent (although there was unanimous agreement in

the judgement of examples (9) and (10». A pattern,

however, did emerge which suggests that maha- does not

accept, or at least stranqly resists, manaa fanahiniaina

'deliberately', but does readily accept tsy nahy

'accidentally. '

Interestingly, in the case where the agent is acting

deliberately, yet has no direct involvement in the result of

an event, maha- does accept the overt expression of the

volitionality of the agent (here, again there was uniformity

of judgement). This is illustrated with mahazo 'ta catch'

from azo 'obtained. '

(11) Nanaa fanahiniana
made spirit
tsy hianatra.
NEG study
'Rabe deliberately
study. r

nahazo ny gripe Rabe mba
naha-obtain DET flu Rabe 50 that

caught the flu in arder ta not

(

Compare this with (12) where Rabe's efforts are directly

responsible for the outcome.
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(12) *Nanao fanahiniana nahahinana ny poizina Rabe
made spirit naha-eat DET poison Rabe
mba tsy anatrehany ny valin 'ny
sa that NEG face DET effects DET
nataony.
actions3psgGEN
'Rabe deliberately ate the poison in arder not ta
face the consequences of his actions.'

Crucially in (11), Rabe may have placed himself in a

situation where his chances of getting the flu virus were

great (staying in the rain or visitinq a sick friend, for

exampIe), but as far as actually "catching" the virus, he

had no hand in it. In fact, the virus actually "cauqht"

him, sa ta speak. Though encouraged by Rabe's actions, the

result was not directly controlled or affected by them.

nanoa fanahiniana has no direct bearinq on nahazo in (11)

above. In (12), however, where overt expression of

volitionality is unqrammatical, we have a situation where

Rabe did play a direct role in his having swallowed the

poison.

What is evident from the examples above is that maha-

has a non-agentive focus. That is, if we go back ta the

action/result distinction made in section 2.1 above, it is

the active prefixes like mi- and man- that can expIicitIy

express the agent's efforts in bringinq about a result (that

might or might not be obtained) and therefare the active

prefixes are compatible with an overt expression of

deliberateness. maha- stands opposite of this in that the

efforts of the agent are not expressed by the maha- prefix
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itself. What maha- does describe is, l would suggest, a

stative agent (as opposed to an active agent). What is

exactly meant by a stative agent will become much clearer

from the discussion that follows. For the moment, however,

let us remark that the effort of an agent in bringing about

a result is antithetical to a maha- predicate. Hence,

volitionality, which suggests active involvement on the part

of the agent, cannot overtly appear with a maha- predicate.

The stativity that is found in the present tense of maha-

(as in (13» is also present even in the past resultative

(as in (14».

(13) Mahasambot:ra ny akoho i Saa.
maha-caught DET chicken Soa
'Soa is able to catch the chicken. 1

(14) Gaga i Faly fa nahasambotra ny akoho i Soa.
surprised Faly that naha-cauqht DET chicken Soa
'Faly was surprised that Soa was able to catch the
chicken. r

In (14) it is Soals ability to catch the chicken that

surprises Faly and not the circumstances surrounding the

catching of the chicken, nor Soals action of catching the

chicken.

The fact that volitionality can always be implied with

maha- (as in example (6» should not lead ta the conclusion

that maha- itself is compatible with voiitionality. The

volitionality of the agent can he overtly expressed only in

the case where the active efforts of the agent play no raIe

in directly bringing about the result (example (11». tsy
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nahy, on the other hand, does not have these circumstantial

restrictions and cao overtly occur with maha- since, in the

case of tsy nahy, the efforts or active participation of the

agent in bringinq about a result are not invoked. tsy nahy

is not in conflict with the stative nature of the maha

prefix. l would suggest that the implied volitionality

found with maha- is extra-syntactic; by virtue of the fact

that a result is expressed, one can understand the agent as

having acted deliberately in bringing about that result, but

this has nothing to do with the prefix itself.

2.4 The Ability of aaba-

To say maha- expresses an ability of someone/something

may seem quite straightforward. However, a resuit i5 the

culmination of many factors and one of these factors i5 the

circumstances surrounding the action. Dell (1983) sugqests

that maka- in Tagalog is essentially a circumstantial

prefix. That is, the prefix often carries with it the sense

that circumstances were such that they enabled a person to

do somethinq. Dell presents the Tagalog data in the passive

form of maka- (cognate of maha-). Briefly, for we shall see

this alternation in more detail below, the passive of maka

is formed with the ma- prefix as in example (15) below.

Note that volitionality is aiso underspecified in the

passive form (n- also marks past tense (or "started action"

Maclachlan (1989» in Tagalog.
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(15) Nahipo niya ang dingding.
na-teuch 3psgGEN NOM wall
'He managed ta touch the wall. 1

'He accidentally touched the wall.'

Dell suggests that, whether it is the deliberate

('managed ta') or accidentaI interpretation, the ma- (or

maka-) prefix should he understood as a circumstantial

prefix where it is not sa much the efforts of the agent that

are important as are the enablinq conditions of the

surrounding circumstances (Dell's use of the term

"circumstantial" is, of course, different from its use in

section 1.2.1.3. where the circumstantial voice in Malagasy

in discussed). This is clearly shawn in (16) where ma- is

used ta express a result which cornes about net sa much

because of the ability of the agent, but because of the

proximity of the two participants: 15

(16) Malabo ang paningin ka, pero mapakalapi t
dim NOM eyesight GEN-1psg, but very-close
niya sa akin, kaya nabaril ka siya nang
GEN-he DAT me hence na-shoot GEN-I NOM-he nang
walang kahirap-hirap.
no difficulty
'My eyesight is bad, but he was 50 close l shot
him without any difficulty. '

Dell goes on to comment that "what always seems to he

present - and the 'managing ta' nuance is just a particular

15 When l presented this scenario to my consultants they still qot
an abilitive readinq for maha- and not merely the reportinq of a result
as suqgested by Dell with his gloss of nabaril 'shot'. Of course, the
Malaqasy and Tagalog data could very weIl differ. At least for
Malagasy, the abilitive meaninq is always present in maha-.
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case of it - is some special emphasis an the fact that the

circumstances were such as ta allow the agent ta achieve his

goal. We never have total control over the result of our

actions" (1983, pg. 191). Sa, although in (17) below Ben

himself managed ta push the rock, one May also consider in

this instance such enabling circumstances as the fact the

rock was not solidly wedged into the ground, but was loosely

resting on top.

(17) Nairulak ni Ben ang bato.
na-push GEN Ben NOM rock
~Ben managed ta push the rock.'

If the rock had been cemented to the ground, Ben would not

have succeeded in moving it. Circumstances always play a

certain raIe in bringing about (or not bringing about) a

result.

In order to better understand maha-, and in particular,

the role of the agent vis-a-vis the circumstances, l think

it would be helpful ta consider more broadly the issue of

ability. The background for the following discussion cornes

fram work done by Bybee, Perkins and Paglucia (1994)

(hencefarth BP&P) on modality. In what follows we will he

concerned with the precise use of the abilitive sense of

maha- with respect ta the various instances of ability

mentioned in their work.
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